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Abstract: Typical oceanographic instruments are expensive, complex to build, and hard to deploy and
require constant and specialized maintenance. In this paper, we present a cheap and simple technique
to estimate a three-dimensional surface elevation map, η(x, y, t), the directional spectrum, and the
main sea state parameters using inexpensive smartphones. The proposed methodology uses Time
Lagged Cross Correlation (TLCC) between the audio signals from two independent video records to
perform the frame synchronization. This makes the system much easier to deploy, where the main
requirement is a fixed or moving platform close to the sea. The time records are mostly limited by the
equipment storage space and battery life, although it can be easily replaced or recharged. Here, we
pose the basis for an inexpensive yet powerful stereo reconstruction device and discuss its capabilities
and limitations. The smartphone system capabilities were illustrated here by near shore experiment,
at Leme beach in the Southeast of Brazil, and the results were compared against a pressure sensor.
For this particular setup, the root mean square error in terms of significant wave height is of the order
of 11% with perfect estimation of the peak period. The results are promising and demonstrate the
validity and applicability of the technique.

Keywords: low-cost wave observation; stereo video; smartphones

1. Introduction

Optical systems have been employed to measure surface waves for decades, with different
degrees of innovation added over time. Some works have employed a single camera, which avoids
the cumbersome and error-prone task of correlating matching points in a pair of synchronized
images. Those employing only one camera are based either on models of light reflection [1–5] or light
refraction [2,6], associating the recorded image intensity with the wave slope. With a single point
measurement made by video cameras or conventional instruments, full characterization of the ocean
surface is not achieved, implying a significant reduction in the number of parameters recovered—see,
for instance, discussions in [7]. With stereo video techniques, which are conceptually more complex
than those based on a single camera, a correlation method is usually employed to triangulate pairs
of corresponding points yielding a 3-D map of the surface in a fixed reference frame [8–18] or in
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a moving vessel [15,19,20]. In a pioneering approach with a stereoscopic system, Schumacher [21]
employed cameras on board a ship to measure wind waves during the Meteor expedition in the
Atlantic Ocean. Chase [22] used a similar method on an aircraft, retrieving for the first time the
2-D wavenumber spectrum. However, prior to the 1970s, the processing was manual and therefore
too time-demanding. With the increase of computing power, image analysis became significantly
faster and operationally feasible, as demonstrated by the works of [23,24]. Wave researches based on
stereo video started to become more common after [9] (see related publications, [13–15,18,20,25–30]).
More recently, Bergamasco et al. [29] proposed WASS (Waves Acquisition Stereo System), the first
open-source stereo processing pipeline for sea waves 3-D reconstruction. Its availability, combined with
the low cost of the required setup, contributed to the flourishing of numerous works including [31–34].
Compared to conventional instruments, a stereo video system is considered a low-cost observation
method, requiring a pair of synchronized video cameras connected to a computer. However, most
published experiments using stereoscopic methods use high-resolution video cameras, connected to
dedicated acquisition and synchronization systems.

Here, we propose the use of two conventional, low-cost, smartphones with a freeware
synchronization technique to estimate the 4-D wave field η(x, y, t) and its associated 2-D wavenumber
spectrum. The instrument’s capability is exemplified by a shallow water in situ experiment
and compared with a moored pressure sensors located inside the stereo video reconstructed
area. Despite the reduced precision compared to more complex and robust stereo video systems,
the methodology described here is an attempt to popularize directional wave measurements, providing
a portable and low-cost technique that can be used in a diverse number of applications.

2. Materials and Methods

The principles of a stereoscopic system are based on the identification of homologous points
on perfectly synchronized images, therefore recovering their positions (x, y, z). From two pinhole or
perspective camera models, Benetazzo [9] described the main steps for a 3-D surface reconstruction
using stereoscopic techniques to directly observe the 4-D wave field. The main steps of stereoscopic
consist in finding a point on the first image and its counterpart on the second image. This problem is
known as a correspondence problem [35] and the solution is based on epipolar geometry techniques,
where the corresponding points are searched in both images along the epipolar lines [25,27]. Hence,
the real position of a given point in the terrestrial coordinate system is estimated.

The stereo video matching points use the correlation of pixel intensity along the epipolar lines
by means of semi-global methods of stereo matching. The 3-D coordinates of the corresponding
points are determined by 3-D triangulation, which uses extrinsic camera parameters available after the
calibration process. Since the works of [9], several researchers have been using stereo video techniques
to investigate different ocean problems [13–15,15–20,32,33]. In this work, the whole procedure of stereo
video matching and triangulation was performed using the WASS pipeline [29], freely available online
(https:www.dais.unive.it/wass/).

2.1. Camera Calibration

To perform a reliable 3-D surface reconstruction from video data, a crucial step is related to camera
calibration, computing the intrinsic and extrinsic parameters. The adaptation of a pinhole camera model
to an actual camera model passes through calibration processes, where corrections to distortion are
applied [36]. Intrinsic camera calibration yields the focal-length vector, the coordinate of the digital
sensor’s principal point, and the distortion vectors. Calibration of the extrinsic parameters allows
estimation of the reciprocal position of the two cameras.

The intrinsic calibration was performed using the Camera Calibration Toolbox for Matlab [37],
employing 25 chessboard images with different distances and inclinations. The extrinsic camera
calibration was achieved using the auto-calibration tool included in WASS. This is particularly useful
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when the relative position between the two cameras varies after the calibration or where the baseline
(i.e., the distance between the cameras) is large.

2.2. Acquisition System and Frame Synchronization

The perfect correlation between matching points is particularly sensitive to the synchronization
scheme adopted, which turns its operational implementation into a relatively more complicated task.
In addition to the necessity of reliable synchronization methods, stereoscopic techniques are also
computationally challenging because of the likely discrepancies mainly related to nonuniform sample
rates. The camera sample rates may slightly fluctuate over time, so specific acquisition softwares or
hardwares are usually employed to mitigate the errors associated with a nonconstant sampling. This is
usually achieved using an external trigger circuitry and a dedicated acquisition software.

Here, we propose an alternative method for stereo video frame synchronization based on
Time Lagged Cross Correlation (TLCC) of the audio signal; this method is able to synchronize two
independent video records based on the background noise. In this experiment, the video records were
started manually, therefore with a time lag between them and, additionally, with a variable frame
rate (VFR). Variable frame rate is a recording method where the frame rate changes over time. This is
usually used to maintain either a compression level or to better capture performance which is widely
applied in smartphone video systems.

The videos were originally sampled at 30 Hz, synchronized by the TLCC method, subsampled
to 10 Hz to reduce the computational time, and encoded using a H.264 video compression pattern.
To achieve the best possible quality during the encoding process, a constant rate factor (CRF) was
applied as a rate control mode. During the subsampling, the synchronization was also applied to
each video to ensure a constant frame rate (CFR), keeping the sampling frequency invariable over
time. With the VFR to CFR approach, frames are timestamped and subsampled using the FFmpeg
open-source libraries.

Moreover, the TLCC method identifies similarities between two sound signals u(t) and v(t),
with the cross correlation expressed as [38]:

u(t)⊗ v(t) =
∫ ∞

−∞
u(t − τ)v(t)dt, (1)

where τ is the time lag, ⊗ represents the cross correlation function, and t is time. The cross correlation
is applied trough Praat, a freeware software for acoustic analysis [39]. After calculating the cross
correlation between the two signals, the maximum (or minimum if the signals are negatively correlated)
of the cross correlation function indicates the point in time where the signals are in phase, so the time
delay between the two signals is determined by the argument of the maximum—argmax:

τdelay = argmax((u ⊗ v)(t)). (2)

2.3. Mean Sea-Level η

After the triangulation process, the 3-D cloud of points is corrected to a local mean plane
coordinate system [9]. The mean plane correction is optimized by averaging the estimated local
planes over time (at least ten times the dominant wave period) and by defining a single rotation plane
for all the stereo video results. Therefore, a mean plane can be defined, which represents the still sea
surface perpendicular to the gravitational acceleration. For each point, the water elevation (η) can be
projected in real-world coordinates in relation to the computed mean plane.

2.4. Experimental Setup and Conditions

The stereo video system using conventional smartphones was deployed in the vicinity of a sandy
beach, in Rio de Janeiro, Brazil (Figure 1c). The shooting devices are two smartphones Samsung Galaxy
J5 Pro, with a digital sensor type Complementary Metal Oxide Semiconductor (CMOS), acquisition rate
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of 30 f ps, resolution of 1920 × 1080 pixels, aperture f/1.7, 13 megapixels, and focal length of 3.71 mm.
This camera device was used because it has a fairly good camera on a budget phone. However,
the presented methodology is not limited by any specific brand. Better performance is expected with
newer and more sophisticated camera devices; the quality of the stereo video reconstruction will
mostly depend on the main camera, experiment settings, and environmental conditions. The automatic
focus function was disabled, and the exposure time was fixed in both cameras. Additionally, the ISO
parameter was set to its lowest value and the shutter speed was set to its highest value to ensure
a sharp image. This configuration is considered ideal to avoid blurred regions on the image which
could hinder the pixel correlation process. Unlike conventional cameras, smartphones have compact
digital sensors with poorer resolution and zooming capability, naturally limiting the accuracy of the
measurements.

Figure 1. (a) The study area: yellow is the camera’s field of view, whilst the red dot depicts the position
of the pressure sensor. The green dot is the stereo system located on Leme Rock. (b) Stereo-rig
configuration using conventional tripods. (c) Bathymetric chart, adapted from the Brazilian Navy
nautical chart 1511 and the zoom out of the study area.
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The smartphones were deployed 0.98 m apart on tripods in a simple and inexpensive configuration
(Figure 1b). The assembly was 10 m (closest point) to 35 m (furthest point) away from the imaged area
at a height of approximately 3.5 m above sea level. According to [32], ideally the ratio of the distance
between cameras to the target distance should be around 0.10. For our tests, this ratio was between 0.1
in the near field, close to the stereo system, and 0.03 in the far field of view around the wave gauge
position. Inside the imaged area, an RBR virtuoso pressure sensor was placed at a depth of 8.3 m,
∼34 m away from the cameras, with a sampling rate of 5 Hz. The results were derived from a one-day
measurement in August 2019. Four 19-min videos with 30 Hz sample rate were recorded—resulting in
11,400 frames after subsampling to 10 Hz.

3. Results

3.1. Frame Synchronization

To assess the accuracy of the proposed synchronization method, a short video experiment was
performed with both smartphones recording simultaneously an online atomic clock with millisecond
precision. The TLCC method accurately pinpointed the time lag between records.

Figure 2a depicts an example of the time series from the two records and its corresponding cross
correlation function (Figure 2b). argmax of the cross correlation function was determined, and the
two audio signals were synchronized. The correct synchronization over time is shown in Figure 2c,
for which the timestamp detected by an Optical Character Recognition is the same for the two cameras
in each frame. The accuracy of the method is of the order of milliseconds, as shown in Figure 2d.

Figure 2. (a) Five-second time series from the acoustic signals (sample rate—44.1 kHz) employed to
synchronize the videos: the Pearson’s coefficient R2 calculated from approximately 5 min record is also
shown. (b) Cross-correlation function with argmax = 0.99 computed from two acoustic signals after
synchronization. (c) Individual frame’s timestamp identified by OCR (Optical Character Recognition)
from two synchronized videos. (d) Synchronized frames from both cameras identified by OCR (format
minutes:seconds:milliseconds).
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We decided to exploit the epipolar constraints to evaluate the accuracy of the proposed
synchronization method on real data. Indeed, if the two stereo frames are not properly synchronized,
it is likely that matching features will not lie on the corresponding epipolar lines. Since WASS only
searches for stereo correspondences along those lines, the amount of reconstructed points is a good
proxy for the synchronization accuracy. In Figure 3, we report the test results about the total number
of reconstructed points for each frame pair, performed varying the sample rate—5, 10, 15, 20, 25,
and 30 fps—and an imposed frame lag—no frame lag, 1, 2, and 5; see the colors. Every video record
has a length of 1 min; therefore 25,200 frames were used in all experiments. Naturally, the larger
number of reconstructed points occurs with no lag—red points in Figure 3—even considering different
sample rates. For lower sample rates and larger frame lags, the number of correctly reconstructed
points is severely reduced. The clustering of red points on the right part of the plots, for different
sample rates, is a robust indication of the quality of the synchronization method employed.

Figure 3. Reconstructed points after synchronization for different sample rates—in frames per second:
the color is the frame lag between records—top left corner. The red color means no lag between both
cameras, whereas the purple color means a lag of five frames between cameras.

3.2. Stereo Video

Each pair of synchronized video images yielded a scatter cloud of points representing the elevation
η(x, y, t), which was gridded into a 10 × 10 m surface with 10 cm resolution (Figure 4a). The black
dot represents the pressure sensor location. A stereo video system captures the space-time wave
dynamics in the camera’s field of view, from which the main statistical sea state parameters can be
computed—such as significant wave height (Hs), mean and peak wave period (Tm and Tp), and peak
and mean wave direction (Dp and Dm).

Moreover, it is also possible to analyze the Mean Squared-Slope (MSS), the 3-D wavenumber and
frequency spectrum E(kx, ky, f ), the 2-D directional spectrum E( f , θ) (as shown in Figure 4b), and the
1-D variance spectrum E( f ). The 3-D wavenumber and frequency spectrum is achieved by applying
a 3-D Fast Fourier Transform (FFT) to convert the physical space (x, y, t) into a three-dimensional
spectral space. The 2-D frequency spectrum presented here is calculated from E(kx, ky, f ) by an
integration along frequencies with a conversion from cartesian coordinates (kx, ky) to polar coordinates
(θ) [20]. The auto and cross spectra were estimated as described in [40], using Fourier transforms over
time series of 5700 samples, with a 50% overlap and a Hann window. The spectra have a frequency
resolution of 0.01 Hz, 44 degrees of freedom, and 22 independent windows. Significant wave height,
mean, and peak wave period were computed from the 1-D frequency spectrum E( f ) (Figure 5b).
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Figure 4. (a) One snapshot of 3-D sea surface elevation map η(x, y, t) color coded in meters: The black
dot is the location of the pressure sensor. (b) Polar plot of the 2-D directional wave spectrum E( f , θ) in
logarithm scale estimated with the low-cost stereo video system.

Figure 5. (a) Time series of surface elevation over a period of ∼20 min (hours:minutes:seconds).
The blue line represents the pressure sensor, and the black line is the video system. (b) The E(f) 1-D
frequency spectrum in log scale from a (∼20 min) interval: the colors are used to represent different
records, and the line style differentiates the instruments.
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The 2-D directional spectrum obtained from stereo video results assumed closer characteristics
with the northward swell because the location where the data was collected is more exposed to the
swell components coming from south. The reconstructed zone is sheltered by the Leme Rock from
waves arriving from east/northeast and limited by the beach in north/northwest portion. Therefore,
the incoming wave energy can come only from west, southwest, southeast, and south (see Figure 1).
In addition, it is possible to see a relative small energy coming from the north, which can be explained
by a wave reflection process caused by the presence of the beach close to the reconstructed area.

3.3. Validation against In Situ Measurements

Our main goal is to present a simple and effective way to synchronize video records from
smartphones or any video device with audio built-in using a stereo system to estimate the
surface elevation. The technique per se has been extensively tested under a variety of sea state
conditions [14,28,29,33,34,36]. Here, to demonstrate that the proposed synchronization technique is
robust, some comparisons with in situ wave measurements as ground truth are discussed.

The experimental setup can significantly influence data accuracy, particularly when simple,
nonprofessional cameras are employed, as described here. Hence, to assess the proposed method,
in situ measurements are essential for its validation. A comparison between the surface elevation
recorded by the pressure sensor and its counterpart (approximate) position in the stereo video system
is presented in Figure 5a, for 11,400 consecutive frames. The coordinates of the pressure sensor
were estimated with a GPS during its mooring and identified on the stereo video image, but slight
discrepancies in its position are expected.

Figure 5b shows a comparison between the 1-D frequency spectrum measured with the pressure
sensor and the stereo system for a 19-min interval. Despite their overall agreement, the stereo video
system underestimates the energy for frequencies lower than ∼0.15 Hz. For higher frequencies, on the
other hand, the opposite pattern is observed, which might be related to the pressure sensor response.
The wave-induced pressure decreases with increasing depth and more rapidly for higher frequencies.
Figure 6 and Table 1 show the assessment of the spectral parameters Hs and Tp, and the respective
root mean square error (RMSE) between stereo video and wave gauge results. The stereo system in
general underestimates Hs and estimates Tp very accurately.

Figure 6. Spectral parameters significant wave height (Hs) and peak period (Tp) integrated over the
frequency range of the stereo video measurements—from 0.06 Hz to 0.8 Hz: also shown are the root
mean square error (RMSE) and the normalized root mean square error (NRMSE).
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Table 1. Significant wave height (Hs) and peak period (Tp) measured with the Stereo Video System
(SV) and Pressure Sensor Wave Gauge (WG) in four different moments labelled as 01, 02, 03, and 04:
the Root Mean Square Error (RMSE) and bias between SV and WG are also given.

Sensor Hs (m) Tp (s) RMSEη (m) Biasη (m)

SV 01 0.29 12.8 0.10 −0.04WG 0.35 12.8

SV 02 0.30 12.8 0.12 −0.05WG 0.34 12.8

SV 03 0.33 12.8 0.12 −0.06WG 0.33 12.8

SV 04 0.35 12.8 0.10 −0.01WG 0.30 12.8

4. Discussion

The uncertainties in the calibration processing are usually small [37]. The intrinsic calibration has
been performed in controlled conditions before deployment in the field and produced a maximum
error of 0.45 pixel, while the mean extrinsic calibration error was around 0.21 pixel. The identification
errors of homologous points on synchronized images, however, are harder to estimate. The matching
process is dependent on the image quality, the natural environmental conditions such as sun glint,
water transparency, rain, and experiment setup, to name a few. In general, the matching error is small
if there is enough texture on the water surfaces [9] and is minimal when the wave slope is much
larger than the inclination of the stereo cameras optical axis [41]. Hence, each experiment must be
carefully designed to meet the requirements of accurate 3-D estimation and accurate image matching,
as reported in [29]. A good indicator of the impact of matching errors is the number of pixel matched
(otherwise removed by the dense-stereo processing). Particular mismatches can occur on the edge of
the matched area. To deal with those potential errors, it is recommended to consider only those points
lying in the central part of the matched area [34]. For the data provided here, most of the image pixels
were matched (1.4 million, as seen in Figure 3—red dots).

Furthermore, some uncertainties related to the recovery of 3-D coordinates need to be taken
into account. The quantization error [15,29,42] depends on the camera cell size and pixel numbers,
focal length, distance between cameras (baseline), the camera orientation, and the distance between
the cameras and the target. Considering our specific configuration, the estimated root mean square
quantization errors were 0.9 mm, 9.9 mm, and 1.1 mm for the x, y and z-axes, respectively—see
the discussion in [42]. Figure 7b exemplifies our expected reconstruction error, as reported in [43].
For reference, [34] reported a root mean square quantization error in the z-axis of 1 cm for a high-quality
stereo video system installed at 23 m above the mean sea level and 9 cm for a setup at 45 m height.
However, these values are very sensitive to the cameras used, the distance from the surface, shooting
angles, and sea state conditions.

An in depth discussion about the expected error and precision is described in [9,27,29,34,42,43]
and references therein. In summary, assessment of stereo observations and analysis of related errors
reveal that the new methodology provides meaningful data for wave measurements. We acknowledge
some noise at high frequency (above about 0.5 Hz), but once it is removed, the stereo data are consistent
with results provided by the nonlinear wave theory over all ranges of elevations (Figure 7a).
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Figure 7. (a) Histogram of the stereo observed (OBS) surface elevations low-pass filtered at 0.5 Hz
and normalized with the standard deviation σ. Theoretical curves: Gaussian (G) probability density
function (pdf) and non-Gaussian pdfs that account for skewness m3 (GC3) and skewness m3 and
kurtosis m4 (CG4). (b) Quantization error map for the sea surface elevations (z-axis).

The error analysis presented shows a range of variables that can influence the quality of the
results, which is acceptable considering that it comes from complex data, which fully describes the sea
state based on 4-D sea surface information (3-D space + time). This knowledge is only accessed by
specific and relatively expensive instruments, which can continuously sample an area of the ocean over
time with high sample rates. Thus, given the availability of several wave measurement instruments in
the market and the importance to popularize and to make feasible the wave measurements for diverse
purposes, the instrument cost demand is an important parameter to consider. The price ranges for
traditional stereo video acquisition systems are from 15 to 50 thousand dollars, and our system is
less than 350$ if we buy two smartphones only for that. The postprocessing can be done using only
open-source codes for both methods in a normal single-core computer but can be done a lot faster if
parallel processing methods are adopted.

5. Conclusions

Here, we presented a simple TLCC method to synchronize stereo video acquisitions.
Its performance and capability are tested by estimating the sea surface elevation and its statistical
properties. The proposed methodology is considered low-cost because it does not require any
dedicated equipment or software for measurements. The codes are based on open-source libraries
and can be easily employed—see the video synchronization code in Appendix A. The calibration
was performed using an open MATLAB toolbox, with similar tools written in Python or C++
(e.g., https:docs.opencv.org/2.4/doc/tutorials/calib3d/camera_calibration/camera_calibration.html,
OpenCV camera calibration toolbox).

When compared against traditional stereo video techniques to measure surface gravity waves,
it does not require a specific power supply, cables, waterproof cases, complex logistics, or dedicated
batteries. Moreover, the proposed audio synchronization scheme does not require a dedicated trigger
or any specific acquisition software (Table 2). To outline the TLCC synchronization capability, we opted
for a budget smartphone; however, the main limitation of the proposed methodology remains the
same as of any stereo video system, i.e., the requirement of a fixed platform or vessel near the water
surface. As with similar approaches, the quality of the reconstruction is dependent on the lighting
conditions, experimental setup, and camera quality. The postprocessing time is directly related to the
camera’s resolution, duration of the records, and number of frames, requiring a certain amount of
storage space and processing power. However, the whole procedure is easily implemented in a regular
personal computer.

https:docs.opencv.org/2.4/doc/tutorials/calib3d/camera_calibration/camera_calibration.html
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Table 2. General comparative between traditional stereo video acquisition system and the proposed
low-cost stereo video system.

Traditional Stereo Video Low-Cost Stereo Video

Video cameras 2 Wired connected dedicated 2 Smartphones or video cameras
cameras and 2 lens with audio built-in.

Power supply External power supply + cables Optional

Synchronization Proprietary trigger box or Offline TLCC methodtrigger controller

Acquisition system Fast computer and dedicated software Smartphones App

Cameras mounting system Dedicated camera cases Tripod and Smartphone support

Images quality Higher Lower

Storage space required Higher Lower (due to video compression)

Calibration procedure Same for booth system

Fixed platform Same for booth system

Lighting and Same for both systemenvironmental conditions

Postprocessing time Near the same *

* Cross correlation and video segmentation take less than 1% of postprocessing time.

The stereo video reconstruction methodology proposed here was assessed against a bottom
mounted pressure sensor. The root mean square error at significant wave height was 11%, and it
was perfectly able to identify the peak period. It is worth mentioning that the wave height measured
with the pressure sensor might have been attenuated because of the expected sensor response with
depth. However, in ideal conditions, perfect light diffusion, and camera settings, the stereo video
uncertainties could be reduced to the quantization error, of the order of millimeters. The method was
deployed in a Eulerian reference system, but similar to other stereo video systems, with the correct
motion correction, it could be also implemented on boats, drones, or other moving platforms.

The use of conventional, low-cost smartphones simplify the implementation of stereo video
systems for multiple purposes. The results presented here are only a proof of concept that needs
to be further tested in broader oceanographic conditions. Our expectation is that this nonintrusive,
inexpensive, and accurate methodology will open up new and exciting possibilities in terms of wave
directionality measurements, both for scientific and recreational applications.
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Appendix A

The following two codes were written in Python and praat programming language respectively
and were applied to synchronize video data acquired by the smartphones as described in the
Section 3.1—Frame synchronization.

wass_sync.py

’’’
author: matheus vieira
needs: Python 2 or 3 / ffmpeg software / Praat software
- set video path (pathname)
- video files (cam0.mp4, cam1.mp4) inside video path
- path called ’cam0’ inside video path
- path called ’cam1’ inside video path
- crosscorrelate.praat file inside video path
’’’

import os
import subprocess
from glob import glob
import cv2
import numpy as np

pathname = os.environ[’HOME’] + ’/WASS_RUN/sync/’
last_frame = 20000 # last frame number from synchronized~videos

os.chdir(pathname)
clip_list = glob(’*.mp4’)
ref_clip_index = 0 # first clip used as reference
ref_clip = clip_list[ref_clip_index]
clip_list.pop(ref_clip_index) #remove the reference clip from the list
command = "ffmpeg -i {} -vn -acodec pcm_s16le -ar 44100 -ac 2 {}".format(ref_clip,"ref.wav")
os.system(command)
results = []
results.append((ref_clip, 0)) #the reference clip has an offset of~0

for clip in clip_list:
clipfile = clip.split(".")[0] + ".wav"
command = "ffmpeg -i {0} -vn -acodec pcm_s16le -ar 44100 -ac 2 {1}".format(clip,clipfile)
os.system(command)
command = "praat crosscorrelate.praat ref.wav {}".format(clipfile)
result = subprocess.check_output(command, shell=True)
results.append((clip, result.decode("utf-8").split("\n")[0]))

for result in results:
clip_start = 0
clip_dur = 3000 #in seconds
in_name = result[0]
out_name = in_name.split(’.’)[0] + "_sync.mp4"
offset = round(float(result[1]),3)
clip_start += offset
command = "ffmpeg -i {0} -c:a copy -c:v libx264 -crf 18 -ss {1} -to {2} {3}" \
.format(in_name,str(clip_start),str(clip_dur),out_name)
os.system(command)

command = "ffmpeg -i cam0_sync.mp4 -c:a copy -c:v libx264 -crf 18 -vsync 2 -r 10 cam0_fps10.mp4"
command2 = "ffmpeg -i cam1_sync.mp4 -c:a copy -c:v libx264 -crf 18 -vsync 2 -r 10 cam1_fps10.mp4"
os.system(command)
os.system(command2)

paths_id = ’01’
for i in paths_id:
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pathname_fig = pathname + ’cam’+i+’/’
filename = ’cam’+i+’_fps10.mp4’
cap = cv2.VideoCapture(pathname + filename)
ret, frame = cap.read()
count = 0
ret = True
while ret:
cv2.imwrite(pathname_fig + "%06d.tif"
ret, frame = cap.read()
count += 1
if count + 1 == last_frame:
break

crosscorrelate.praat

form Cross Correlate two Sounds
sentence Input_sound_1
sentence Input_sound_2
real start_time 0
real end_time 30
endform

Open long sound file... ’input_sound_1$’
Extract part: 0,30,"no"
Extract one channel... 1
sound1 = selected("Sound")
Open long sound file... ’input_sound_2$’
Extract part: 0,30,"no"
Extract one channel... 1
sound2 = selected("Sound")

select sound1
plus sound2
Cross-correlate: "peak 0.99", "zero"
offset = Get time of maximum: 0, 0, "Sinc70"

writeInfoLine: ’offset’
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